Impact of the Polishing Suspension Concentration on Laser Damage of Classically Manufactured and Plasma Post-Processed Zinc Crown Glass Surfaces
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Featured Application: The specific application of the presented work is the increase in laser-induced damage threshold of polished components made of optical glasses such as lenses, prisms, and protection windows.

Abstract: The laser-induced damage threshold of optics is an issue of essential importance in high-power laser applications. However, the complex and partially interacting mechanisms as well as the underlying reasons for laser damage of glass surfaces are not yet fully understood. The aim of the present work is to contribute to a better understanding of such damage mechanisms by providing original results on the impact of classical glass surface machining on the laser-induced damage threshold. For this purpose, glass samples were prepared with well-defined process conditions in terms of the used lapping and polishing agents and suspensions. Further, the samples were post-processed by atmospheric pressure plasma for precision cleaning. The laser-induced damage threshold and surface contamination by residues from the manufacturing process were determined before and after plasma post-processing. It is shown that the polishing suspension concentration has a certain impact on the laser-induced damage threshold and surface contamination by residues from used working materials. The highest damage threshold of 15.2 J/cm² is found for the lowest surface contamination by carbon which occurs in the case of the highest polishing suspension concentration. After plasma treatment for merely 60 s, this value was increased to 20.3 J/cm² due to the removal of surface-adherent carbon. The results thus imply that the laser-induced damage threshold can notably be increased by first choosing appropriate process parameters during classical manufacturing and second plasma post-processing for surface finishing.
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1. Introduction

Optical components with high laser-induced damage threshold (LIDT) are of essential importance for the realisation of optical systems used for high-power laser setups and facilities. However, classically manufactured optics exhibit comparatively poor laser resistance which can be directly attributed to effects arising in the course of different optics manufacturing process steps. Conventional optical manufacturing involves rough grinding, fine grinding or lapping, and polishing. By these steps, material removal is achieved by the application of different abrasives where the mechanical impact of such abrasives on the glass surface comes along with the formation of either open or closed subsurface
micro cracks as shown in Figure 1. The crack depth is approximately 0.3 times the mean diameter of the used abrasive grains and ranges from 1 to 20 µm for polished surfaces [1]. Such cracks were identified to play a key role for laser damage due to the formation of interference effects, an increased absorption and a reduction in mechanical strength of a glass surface [2,3]. Moreover, residues from operation materials used in optics manufacturing can accumulate within existing micro cracks [4]. This leads to a complex possible contamination consisting of (i) mineral oil-containing cooling lubricants used during rough grinding, (ii) wear debris from abrasive grains, e.g., silicon carbide (SiC) or diamond (C) from the rough and fine grinding or lapping process, and (iii) polishing agents as for example cerium oxide, zirconium oxide, or aluminium oxide as well as wear debris from the used polishing pad.

Figure 1. Overview on possible defects of classically manufactured silicon dioxide-based glass surfaces [5].

Since cooling lubricants and lapping and polishing suspensions are water-based operating materials, the involved hydrogen further impacts the glass surface, for example by hydrolytic scission. This leads to the formation of silica gel or hydrated silica during mechanical chemical polishing (MCP) in the case of silicon dioxide-based glasses [6]. As shown in Figure 1, this medium further accumulates within cracks, roughness valleys and digs and can act as matrix for the above-mentioned contaminants and preferentially residues from polishing agents as shown by Liao and co-workers [7]. Moreover, it was recently reported that an accumulation of such residues within surface and subsurface damage, e.g., micro cracks, gives rise to surface inhomogeneity in terms of chemical composition [4,8]. These residues or contaminants act as precursors for laser damage [9–11] and consequently reduce the LIDT of polished glass surfaces [12]. Against this background, a considerable number of investigations on surface and subsurface contamination by polishing agents were performed in the past, e.g., [7,9,13,14]. Krol and co-workers have further shown that the LIDT of fused silica depends on the polishing method and the particularly corresponding density of such precursors, respectively [15]. It is further known that severe reduction in LIDT also results from surface contamination by carbonaceous compounds [16]. For instance, Bien-Aimé and co-workers have shown that organic contaminants, here the hydrocarbon dioctylphthalate (DOP), can lower the LIDT dramatically [17]. In practice, optics surfaces may exhibit severe carbon contamination [18] which might result from the use of carbon-based cleaning agents such as ethanol (C₂H₆O) or acetone (C₃H₆O) or originate from adsorption of hydrocarbons from ambient air in the course of storing or usage [19].

In order to increase the LIDT of optics surfaces, different approaches and techniques for monitoring, controlling, and removing surface contaminants were investigated and developed in the past [20,21]. This includes different post-processing steps after classical polishing such as carbon
dioxide laser treatment [22], hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching [1], ion beam etching (IBE) [23] or the combination of HF etching, subsequent precision polishing and final ion beam etching [24,25]. In the first case, an increase in LIDT is mainly due to surface relaxation via laser melting whereas the application of etching techniques allows the removal of polishing compounds, metal impurities and subsurface damages [26].

The latter issue can efficiently be addressed with the aid of plasmas. As shown by Juškevičius and co-workers, the removal of near-surface layers—and subsurface damage, respectively—with a thickness in the range from 50 to 200 nm via etching by argon radio frequency plasma in vacuum allows a significant increase in LIDT of fused silica surfaces by a factor of 8.4 [27]. Moreover, Zhang and co-workers have successfully applied oxygen plasmas for reducing the number of micro surface defects on zirconium dioxide films. Thanks to such surface healing, the LIDT was increased by a factor of 1.45 (from 15.9 J/cm² to 23.1 J/cm²) [28] due to the reduction in absorption of incoming laser irradiation. However, further work by the authors on hafnium dioxide films showed that oxygen plasma treatment may also not impact the LIDT if subsurface nanoscale absorber defects are not affected or removed by the plasma [29].

A special type of absorber defects contributing to a decrease in LIDT are surface-adherent carbonaceous compounds as mentioned above. In this context, atmospheric pressure plasmas have turned out to be suitable and powerful tools for surface cleaning [18,30–32]. Most recently, it was shown that the use of direct dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasmas at atmospheric pressure using argon as process gas allows an increase in LIDT of super-polished sapphire window surfaces by a factor of 1.5 (from 7.84 J/cm² to 11.89 J/cm²) [16]. This effect is not due to surface etching or material removal but selective removal of surface-adherent contaminants by plasma species. Against this background, the impact of such plasma treatment on zinc crown glass samples was investigated in the present work. Moreover, special attention was also paid to the influence of process parameters applied during sample preparation, namely the particular polishing suspension concentration.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation

In this work, plane samples made of zinc crown glass (glass type N-ZK7 from Schott AG, Mainz, Germany) were investigated. The samples were produced by classical optical manufacturing via rough grinding, fine grinding and polishing as described in more detail in [33]. For fine grinding, the method of loose abrasive grinding, also referred to as lapping, was applied. Here, a lapping suspension consisting of water and silicon carbide abrasives with a grain size in the range from 2 to 14 µm (F800 FEPA standard) was used. As usual in optics manufacturing, the samples were lapped slightly concave in order to ensure edge support of the tool employed in the subsequent and final manufacturing step, polishing. For this step, a plane polishing tool with a polishing pad made of polyurethane was used since this type of polishing pad allows reducing the number of micro cracks formed during polishing [34]. The polishing agent was a premixed water-based polishing suspension (type Hastilite PO from Universal Photonics, Inc., NY, USA), where the actual polishing agent is cerium oxide (CeO₂) with a mean grain size of 0.8 µm. The initial concentration of this premixed polishing suspension was \( c_s = 60\% \). In order to obtain further polishing suspensions with defined concentrations, the premixed suspension was thinned down using distilled water. According to

\[
 c_s = \frac{m_{pa}}{m_s} \cdot 100\% ,
\]

where \( m_{pa} \) is the mass of the polishing agent within the suspension and \( m_s \) is its total mass [33], two further suspensions with a concentration of \( c_s = 44\% \) and \( c_s = 19\% \), respectively, were realised in this way.
2.2. Measurement Techniques and Approaches

In order to determine the LIDT, a diameter regression fit method as suggest by Liu [35] was applied. This 1-on-1 laser damage testing approach is an easy and distinct method for the determination of the LIDT in the picosecond pulse duration range on the basis of the diameter of ablated spots [36]. Here, the sample surface is sectioned into a number of test sites and each site is irradiated with a single laser pulse with a defined and known fluence. The squared diameters of the damaged sites are then plotted vs. the laser fluence. The resulting straight line is extrapolated and the intercept of this regression line with the logarithmically scaled x-axis (i.e., the fluence values) finally gives the LIDT as shown schematically in Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Principle of the diameter regression technique applied for the determination of the laser-induced damage threshold (LIDT) including an example for the observed damage morphology (inset).

In the present case, 25 test sites per sample were investigated. The used laser source was a Yb:YAG solid state picosecond laser (model TruMicro 5025 from Trumpf GmbH & Co. KG, Ditzingen, Germany) with a pulse duration of $\tau = 8 \text{ ps}$, an emission wavelength of $\lambda = 1030 \text{ nm}$, and a maximum pulse energy of $E = 125 \mu\text{J}$. The raw beam with a diameter of $2\omega_r = 5 \text{ mm}$ was focused onto the sample surface by a convex lens with a focal length of $f = 50 \text{ mm}$, resulting in a laser beam waist diameter of $2\omega_0 = 17 \mu\text{m}$. As a consequence, the initial laser fluence at the maximum pulse energy was $110 \text{ J/cm}^2$. This value was successively reduced in eight steps down to a minimum fluence of $22 \text{ J/cm}^2$ where the decrement per step was $11 \text{ J/cm}^2$. For the determination of the actual LIDT, the diameters of the laser-induced damaged sites on the sample surfaces (given in pixels) were measured with the aid of a light microscope (model Axioskop 2 MAT from Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany).

In addition to the LIDT, the chemical composition of the sample surfaces was measured using a scanning X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) apparatus (model PHI VersaProbe II from ULVAC-PHI, Inc., Hagisono, Japan) in order to determine and identify impurities induced by the manufacturing process. Here, the elements of interest were carbon and cerium, representing possible contaminants occurring in the course of sample preparation by rough grinding, lapping and polishing as well as silicon and oxygen since the investigated zinc crown glass is a high-silica glass.
(60–70 wt %) [37]. The particular elemental fractions were determined via evaluation of the C1s-peak of carbon, the Ce3d5-peak of cerium, the Si2p-peak of silicon, and the O1s-peak of oxygen in the measured spectrum.

All measurements were performed on samples prepared at three different concentrations of the used polishing agent (19, 44, and 60%, see above). In addition, the impact of a plasma post-processing as described in the following section on the measured parameters was investigated.

2.3. Plasma Post-Processing

For plasma post-processing, a plasma source as described in more detail in previous work [38–40] was used. This plasma source basically consists of a conical rotation-symmetric high-voltage copper electrode embedded in a plastic housing made of polyoxymethylene (POM). The gas channel for feeding the plasma process gas is found between the high-voltage electrode and the housing. In the present work, argon (Ar 5.0 from Linde Gas AG, Munich, Germany) was used as process gas where the gas flow rate was 4 standard litres per minute. The plasma was ignited between the high-voltage electrode and an external plane ground electrode, both made of copper. The glass samples were placed between the high-voltage electrode and the ground electrode; the working distance between the outlet nozzle of the plasma source and the work piece surface was approx. 10 mm. This setup leads to the formation of a direct dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma where the sample itself is an essential part of the plasma ignition which consequently occurs directly on the sample surface as visualised in Figure 3.

The plasma source was driven by a pulsed power supply where the voltage of each pulse was $U = 11$ kV, the nominal pulse repetition rate was $f = 7$ kHz and the pulse duration of each pulse was $\tau = 80$ µs. Due to the functional principle—the DBD—the plasma gas temperature and sample surface heating, respectively, are quite moderate and amount to approximately 90 °C as determined via infrared camera measurements in previous work [41]. This is due to the fact that extremely low currents in the range of some microamperes to milliamperes occur during DBD plasma operation. In contrast to classical arc discharges, burn-off of the electrode material is moreover reduced or even inhibited, avoiding the deposition of electrode material on the sample surface. In the present work, the plasma treatment duration was 60 s. The impact of such short-term direct DBD plasma post-processing was
investigated since it was observed in previous work that applying this type of plasma for merely one minute allows considerable smoothing of optical media [39,40] as well as surface cleaning and an accompanying increase in LIDT of sapphire substrates [16].

3. Results

3.1. Polished Samples

The investigation of the chemical composition of the samples after polishing revealed that the cerium content was approximately $0.25 \pm 0.01$ at% for all samples, so no dependency of surface contamination by the polishing agent on the polishing suspension concentration was detected. In contrast, an obvious impact of the polishing suspension concentration on first the surface contamination by carbon, and second the LIDT, was observed as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Laser-induced damage threshold (LIDT, left) and carbon content (right) vs. polishing suspension concentration including trend (dotted line).

It turns out that the LIDT increases with increasing polishing suspension concentration, whereas the carbon content exhibits the reverse behaviour. As a consequence, these two considered parameters indicate a certain correlation; it can be stated that the lower the carbon content, the higher the LIDT. At an average, an LIDT of the polished zinc crown glass of approximately $15 \text{ J/cm}^2$ was determined. This value cannot be compared to literature since the LIDT of this specific glass is not reported. However, it is in a typical range for transparent optical materials exposed to focussed laser irradiation at a wavelength around 1 micron and a pulse duration of some picoseconds. For fused silica, quite different values ranging from approximately $5 \text{ J/cm}^2$ [42] to even $44 \text{ J/cm}^2$ [43] are reported. For sapphire, the LIDT amounts to approximately $8 \text{ J/cm}^2$ [16,44]. Finally, dielectric coatings feature LIDT in the range from about 2 to $5 \text{ J/cm}^2$ [45,46].

3.2. Polished and Plasma Post-Processed Samples

As ascertained via XPS measurements, plasma post-processing did not notably impact the cerium content at the sample surfaces. With respect to the initial average value of $0.25 \pm 0.01$ at%, a marginal increase to $0.26 \pm 0.09$ at% was detected. In contrast, a significant reduction in carbon content was detected as shown by the comparison in Figure 5. At an average, the carbon content was $23.67 \pm 2.04$ at% before and $7.82 \pm 0.86$ at% after plasma post-processing, corresponding to a decrease by a factor of approximately 3.
Figure 5. Carbon content of zinc crown glass samples before and after plasma post-processing vs. polishing suspension concentration including trend (dotted line).

It further turns out that, in contrast to the initial state before plasma post-processing, no dependency of the particular carbon content on the polishing suspension concentration is observed after plasma treatment as visualised by the trend lines in Figure 5. The residual carbon content is rather constant. Another observed effect is a general increase in LIDT due to plasma post-processing as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Laser-induced damage threshold (LIDT) of zinc crown glass samples before and after plasma post-processing vs. polishing suspension concentration including trend (dotted line).

In contrast to the carbon content presented in Figure 5, the LIDT shows a slightly stronger dependency by trend on the polishing suspension concentration after plasma post-processing.

4. Discussion

4.1. Impact of the Polishing Suspension Concentration

As a general point, it should be noted that the measurements presented in Section 3 feature relatively large error bars. Regarding the LIDT measurements, statistically distributed absorbing surface defects may in some cases not be affected by the incident laser irradiation due to the small
spot size of the laser focus. This fact might contribute to the relatively large error bars of the LIDT values which result from the particular values measured at 25 test sites per sample. The observed dependencies as discussed in the present subsection have thus to be treated as a general trend.

As presented in Section 3.1, the cerium content at the surfaces of the investigated samples was approximately 0.25 at% after polishing. This value was detected for all polishing suspension concentrations, a correlation between the cerium content within the suspension and surface contamination by this element or polishing agent, respectively, was thus not observed. However, the use of such polishing suspension led to a constant attachment or implantation of cerium at/into the surface as discussed in more detail in Section 4.2. This effect, a saturation of the interaction between the polishing pad or suspension and the glass surface during polishing once a certain concentration of the polishing suspension is reached, was already reported in 2008 by Rogov and co-workers [47].

An interesting point is the trend of a decreasing carbon content with increasing polishing suspension concentration. For the origin of the detected carbon, several sources from the manufacturing process should be considered since the glass itself does not contain any carbon according to the manufacturer’s datasheet [37]:

- First, the carbon could originate from the rough grinding process which is usually performed with the aid of cylindrical cup wheels where the bound abrasives are usually made of diamond, i.e., pure carbon.
- Second, the application of cooling lubricants during rough grinding is another possible source for carbon since such lubricants are a suspension of water and carbonaceous mineral oil.
- Third, the lapping agent used for sample preparation, silicon carbide (SiC), could accumulate within digs and cracks of the glass surface and finally be embedded within hydrated silica which is formed during polishing as introduced in Section 1. In the course of this terminal production step, carbonaceous contaminants could finally arise in the form of wear debris from the used polishing pad made of polyurethane foil. This last aspect could explain the observed behaviour, i.e., an increased carbon content in the case of thin suspensions. Here, wear preferentially occurs between the polishing pad and the glass surface due to direct contact. The higher the concentration of the suspension, the more polishing agent grains are found in between the pad and the surface, consequently reducing direct wear.

The presence of carbon turns out to be the main reason for a decrease in LIDT. Since the cerium content is quite constant for all polishing suspension concentrations as mentioned in Section 3.1, the impact of this parameter on the LIDT can be assumed to be constant as well. In contrast, the LIDT and the carbon content tends to depend on the polishing suspension concentration, see Figure 4. The increase in LIDT with decreasing carbon content can be explained by the fact that a reduction in surface-adherent carbon and carbonaceous compounds corresponds to a reduction in absorbing contaminants which may act as precursor for laser damage. This is visualised by the comparison of the absorption coefficients of the abovementioned involved media (or a particular reference material) in Table 1. For example, the absorption coefficient of the used lapping agent, silicon carbide, is more than four million times higher than the absorption coefficient of the investigated zinc crown glass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Absorption Coefficient $\alpha$ in cm$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zinc crown glass N-ZK7</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon carbide</td>
<td>10,070</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycol</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersion oil</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Lapping agent used in this work, 2 reference material for polyurethane (i.e., the polishing pad material used in this work), 3 reference material for mineral oil-based cooling lubricants.
It should be noted that this comparison of the linear absorption coefficients of the investigated glass and possible surface-adherent and subsurface contaminants is only one aspect of laser-induced damage. Especially in the considered pulse duration range of some picoseconds, a number of further effects contribute to the LIDT. This includes nonlinear optical phenomena such as self-focussing, a dynamic increase in absorption due to multiphoton absorption and the formation of charge carriers by laser-induced avalanche ionisation. However, it can finally be stated that the polishing suspension concentration and the polishing process in general may have a noticeable impact on the LIDT. This effect was also qualitatively reported by Zawilski and co-workers where the LIDT of optical crystals was increased via optimising the applied polishing process [51].

4.2. Impact of Plasma Post-Processing

As mentioned in Section 3.2, cerium was not removed by plasma post-processing; its content was even slightly increased. This indicates that the detected cerium was not surface-adherent, but implanted within a subsurface zone during polishing. Considering that the information depth of XPS is approximately 10 nm and that the mean thickness of hydrated silica layers is in this order of magnitude (1 to 20 nm [6]), the cerium content measured via XPS was most likely embedded in such a silica layer which was formed in the course of the polishing process. Apparently, this layer was not removed by the short-term plasma treatment due to its chemical stability. The slight increase in cerium content rather indicates a plasma-induced uncovering of this element by the removal of surface-adherent carbonaceous contaminants as discussed in more detail below. It can finally be stated that even though cerium is known to be a precursor for laser damage [12], its impact on the observed increase in LIDT can be neglected in the present case. In contrast, the correlation of the LIDT and the near-surface carbon content is obvious; as shown in Figure 7, the LIDT increases with decreasing carbon content.

![Graph showing the correlation of carbon content and LIDT](image)

**Figure 7.** Correlation of the carbon content and the laser-induced damage threshold (LIDT) of polished zinc crown glass samples with and without plasma post-processing including general trend (dotted line).

The impact of the presence of carbon on surface absorption and the resulting LIDT was already discussed in Section 4.1. The removal of carbon by the plasma thus allows reducing the effects and mechanisms mentioned there. Plasmas are well known to be suitable for the removal of surface-adherent hydrocarbons ($C_xH_y$, where $x < y$) or other carbonaceous compounds. For instance,
decomposition of hydrocarbons can be initiated by atomic oxygen (O) which is provided via dissociation within the plasma volume by collisions of oxygen molecules (O₂) with free electrons. According to

\[ 2\text{CH}_2(s) + 6\text{O}(p) \rightarrow 2\text{CO}_2(g) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}(g) \]  

(2)

the resulting volatile by-products are then gaseous carbon dioxide (CO₂) and water (H₂O). This process is very efficient when working with “cold” dielectric barrier discharges [52] and when adding marginal fractions of oxygen (i.e., approximately 1 to 2%) to argon as carrier gas [30,31]. In the present case, the plasma is driven at atmospheric pressure without any housing. Oxygen from the surrounding air is thus taken in by the plasma, subsequently mixed with the used argon and finally subject to the electric discharge within the discharge gap between the high voltage electrode and the sample surface.

Apart from such pure chemical plasma-induced reaction of oxygen species with contaminants, further effects could contribute to the removal of carbon and the cleaning process, respectively. Swain and co-workers have reported on the increase in LIDT of crown glass due to laser cleaning at low fluence below the ablation threshold. The authors attributed this effect to a removal of absorbers from the glass surface by irradiation-induced desorption [53]. This mechanism could also play a role in the present case. Even though the plasma fluence is quite low, i.e., \( F_{\text{plasma}} = 0.54 \text{ J/cm}^2 \) [39,40], the plasma used in this work is ignited directly on the glass surface and thus provides a considerable amount of ultraviolet irradiation which might induce desorption. Another possible underlying mechanism, the emission of electrons or ions from the surface and the resulting alteration of electrical forces within the surface which bind the contaminants, was reported by Logothetis and Hartman [54]. This effect finally leads to a removal of contaminants. As a result of direct plasma ignition on the sample surface, the impact of charged particles on the surface is very high and might support the removal of carbon as observed in this work.

Plasma-induced surface cleaning by the removal of carbon can also be expressed in the form of surface coverage as shown in Figure 8. Here, the surface coverage as given by the ratio of carbon and the glass component silicon (C/Si) is shown. Silicon was chosen for calculating this ratio since silicon dioxide is the main compound of the investigated glass, representing 60–70 wt % of the entire glass weight [37].

![Figure 8](image-url)

**Figure 8.** Comparison of the surface coverage by carbon (i.e., the ratio of carbon and silicon) of zinc crown glass samples before and after plasma post-processing vs. polishing suspension concentration including trend (dotted line).
It turns out that a high surface coverage is found for untreated samples where the amount of carbon is even higher than the amount of silicon since the surface coverage value exceeds one in any case. It can further be seen that the degree of surface coverage decreases with increasing polishing suspension concentration (compare also Figure 4). After plasma post-processing, the surface coverage approaches a saturation value of approximately 0.3, corresponding to a total content of carbon of about 7.82% on average. This value does not depend on the initial carbon content before plasma treatment and is thus independent on the polishing suspension concentration. It can consequently be stated that surface-adherent carbon was efficiently removed in all cases in the course of plasma post-processing. However, there is a residual constant carbon content which was not removed by the plasma. It can be assumed that this remaining carbon is given by contaminants from the used tools and working materials which have accumulated within digs and micro cracks underneath and/or within the hydrated silica gel layer. The plasma is thus capable of removing surface-adherent contamination by carbon such as wear debris from the polyurethane polishing pad or residues from cleaning agents but does not affect deeper regions of the polished glass surface.

Even though the final amount of remaining carbon after plasma post-processing does not depend on the initial carbon content, the LIDT shows a certain dependency on this value and the polishing suspension concentration, respectively, where the LIDT increases with increasing polishing suspension concentration. This indicates that the observed increase in LIDT does not exclusively follow from plasma-induced removal of surface-adherent carbon, but further subsurface effects and mechanisms are involved additionally. Such possible mechanisms are constructive interference of incident laser light, an increased absorption and a reduced mechanical strength of the glass due to the presence of micro cracks [3] where absorbing and scattering residues from working materials can moreover accumulate [4]. It is known that the crack density increases with increasing polishing suspension concentration [55]. It can thus be assumed that the crack depth features the same behaviour since, in the case of increasing polishing suspension concentration, the high number of polishing grains between the polishing pad and the glass surface leads to a reduction in local pressure and load. Consequently, surface stress as expressed by the stress intensity factor $K$ is reduced as shown by Swain and co-workers [56]. Since this factor is inversely proportional to the crack depth [57], a higher crack depth and crack volume arise in this case, so the available volume for the accumulation of laser light-absorbing contaminants is increased. Based on this theoretical approach, the LIDT should finally feature a systematic dependency on the polishing suspension concentration. A trend towards this behaviour was observed in the present work, see Figure 4. One has to consider that this dependency was not only observed for polished and plasma post-processed samples, but also for polished ones, see Figure 6. This fact supports the assumption that the polishing suspension concentration and the resulting crack density may play an additional and essential role for the observed behaviour of the LIDT.

5. Conclusions

The results presented in this work clearly show that the laser-induced damage threshold of the investigated glass is directly related to surface contamination by carbon. The highest LIDT was found for the lowest contamination which occurred in the case of the highest polishing suspension concentration. In contrast, surface contamination by the actual polishing agent, cerium, does not depend on the polishing suspension concentration. The results thus suggest that classical polishing of laser optics surfaces with high polishing suspension concentration allows increasing the LIDT. However, this assumption has to be verified in the frame of further ongoing investigations due to the extraordinarily high number of possible configurations during manufacturing in terms of the glass type, the used abrasives (especially carbon-based ones such as silicon carbide or diamond), the pH-value of the polishing suspension, the used tools and polishing pads, etc.

The increase in carbon contamination with decreasing polishing suspension concentration is most likely due to a higher wear between the polishing pad made of carbonaceous polyurethane
and the glass surface, due to a reduced number of polishing grains within the suspension. Thus, the effective direct contact area of the pad and the glass is bigger, consequently leading to increased formation of carbonaceous wear debris from the polishing pad according to the Preston equation [6]. Such debris can adhere on the surface and also accumulate in the formed silica layer or even penetrate into the glass bulk material by diffusion. In this context, the pH-value of the polishing suspension gains importance [58]. This value moreover influences the magnitude of near-surface forces during polishing [59] and the accompanying wear and formation of wear debris. As mentioned above, this point is thus to be investigated in future work.

Apart from an increased carbon contamination, another possible mechanism for the decrease in LIDT with decreasing polishing suspension concentration could be material densification due to local load induced by the polishing tool. Such densification leads to an increase in index of refraction [60] and absorption, respectively. Actually, such an increase in index of refraction with decreasing polishing suspension concentration was qualitatively observed and verified by ellipsometric measurements.

The significant increase in LIDT after plasma post-processing is obviously directly related to the removal of carbon from the glass surfaces. The effect of plasma-induced cleaning of glass by the removal of carbonic contaminations surfaces is well-known and used in quite different fields of application [30]. However, the use of plasmas for increasing the LIDT of optics is a comparatively new area of research (compare Section 1). Plasma post-processing as presented in this work stands out due to the operation at atmospheric pressure and comparatively low temperature, the use of the standard process gas argon and the short treatment duration of 60 s. This approach can be integrated into existing optics production chains quite easily and thus features high potential for industrial processes for surface finishing of high-power laser optics.
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